Digital Summer Scholarship Fellows  
Program Evaluation  

Please complete as a Word document and submit electronically to LibraryDS@gettysburg.edu by Thursday, July 26, at 3 pm.

Digital Scholarship Tools

How have the workshops impacted your project plan and research during the Fellowship?

Are there topics, tools, or skills you would like to see covered that were not on the schedule/syllabus?

Which workshops have been the most beneficial for your project?

What other comments do you have about the workshops?

Research

How have the meetings with your librarian partner supported your project work? Are there ways in which these meetings could have been improved?

What impact will the Fellowship have on your future coursework or research projects?

If you were to start your project again, what would you change or do differently based on the knowledge and skills you have acquired?

Based on what you’ve been able to get done during the program, is your project ready to be viewed by your different target audiences? Is there work that remains to be done or that you would continue if you had more time?

Community of Practice

How confident/prepared do you feel to discuss digital scholarship issues and your experience as a DSSF? What parts of the program have been the most beneficial for this goal? Are there things the program could have done to make this possible?

The Fellowship aims to develop a sense of community among the DSSFs? What has been the most helpful to develop this community? Is there anything else that could be done in future iterations of the DSSF program?

The symposium at Lafayette College and the visit from the Bucknell program were planned to expand your community of practice with undergraduates beyond Gettysburg. How effective was the visit for this
goal? How might we improve upon this part of the program in the future?

Final Thoughts

What other comments would you like for us to consider about the DSSF program?